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Note
This is a listing.
The Zapatista Army of National Liberation (Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional, EZLN), often referred to as the Zapatistas [sapaˈtistas], is a far-left libertarian-socialist political and militant group that controls a substantial amount of territory in Chiapas, the southernmost state of Mexico. Since 1994 the group has been nominally at war with the Mexican state (although it may be described at this point as a frozen conflict). In recent years, the EZLN has focused on a strategy of civil resistance. The Zapatistas' main body is made up of mostly rural indigenous people, but it includes some supporters in urban areas and internationally. The EZLN's main spokesperson is Subcomandante Insurgente Galeano, previously known as Subcomandante Marcos (a.k.a. Compañero Galeano and Delegate Zero in relation to "the Other Campaign"). Unlike other Zapatista spokespeople, Marcos is not an indigenous Maya. The group takes its name from Emiliano Zapata, the agrarian reformer and commander of the Liberation Army of the South during the Mexican Revolution, and sees itself as his ideological heir. Nearly all EZLN villages contain murals with images of Zapata, Ernesto "Che" Guevara, and Subcomandante Marcos. [From Wikipedia, July 2019]

Scope and Contents
This collection consists of 22 posters on the Zapatismo and Leftist activism in Mexico created between 2010 and 2013.

Conditions Governing Access
Open for research. Note that material must be requested at least 36 hours in advance of intended use.

Conditions Governing Use
While Special Collections is the owner of the physical and digital items, permission to examine collection materials is not an authorization to publish. These materials are made available for use in research, teaching, and private study. Any transmission or reproduction beyond that allowed by fair use requires permission from the owners of rights, heirs(s) or assigns. See: http://library.stanford.edu/spc/using-collections/permission-publish.
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Subjects and Indexing Terms
Libros Latinos

map-folder 1 Ni nos vendemos ni nos rendimos
map-folder 1 Ni sumisxs, ni esclavxs viva la autonomía zapatista
map-folder 1 ¡El zapatismo existe y resiste!
map-folder 1 La autonomía es la vida
map-folder 1 El solidaridad es nuestro derech
map-folder 1 Los que siendo perseguidos no dudaron en luchar
map-folder 1 Aniversario 7 años Asaro
map-folder 2 Emiliano Zapata, nos vemos en 2010
map-folder 2 ¡Toma las ondas! ¡Toma los medios!
map-folder 2 Alto a las agresiones contra las comunidades zapatistas
map-folder 2 Nos vemos en 2010
map-folder 2 Pancho Villa, nos vemos en 2010
map-folder 2 The earth does not belong to us, we belong to the earth
map-folder 2 ¡Rompamos el cerco informativo!
map-folder 3 Cambio sistémico, no cambio climático
map-folder 3 La autonomía es la vida, la sumision es la muerte
La autonomía es la vida, la sumisión es la muerte [different graphic]

Ante el delirio de la grandeza de los pueblos

Ni nos vendemos, ni nos rendimos, aquí seguimos

Sumisión es la muerte, autonomía es la vida

La tierra no está muriendo está siendo asesinada

Consume y tu propia tumba cavarás